Accounting and auditing failures are still a hot topic despite strong efforts for efficient corporate governance. The motives and attitudes behind decisions and events leading to Enron's eventual downfall appear to be simple. It is individual and collective greed born in an atmosphere of market loose of regulation. The financial results of the company were too good to be true and no sound was heard to criticize the company albeit very few opinions.
Introduction
Most studies about corporate failure are based on companies in western economics with well-established and solid financial infrastructure and despite this still misleading financial numbers are presented and stakeholders are left duped.
It seems that the problem of corporate accounting and auditing fraud is increasing in intense and allover regions from Satyam (India) to Toshiba (Japan) just mentioning a few. Fraud can be seen as a deception or misrepresentation of financial numbers with and intention to make benefits. It involves different levels in organizations.
This study is different as it is going to explore corporate accounting and auditing scandals in other contexts than western economics which is Saudi Arabia. The devastating results of Enron improprieties affected employees' jobs, retirement funds as well as complete destruction of share values. Subsequently, the former Treasurer, Ben Glisan, pled guilty to criminal conspiracy and for which he received a prison sentence (Enron, 2006) . Mr. Fastow, CFO, also pled guild to "fraud, money-laundering and conspiracy" for which he received a 10 year prison sentence and was forced to pay $24 million.
MMG (Mohammad Al
Roughly twenty other Enron executives have been charged with felonies including Kenneth Lay, former CEO.
Mangers sometimes try to get maximum benefits by presenting false information According to the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (2014) [3] , occupational fraud can be classified into three categories: Firstly, asset misappropriations which are related to misuse of organization's resources; Secondly, corruption schemes by employee's to get benefits; Finally, financial statement fraud schemes are those involving the intentional misstatement or omission of material information in the organization's financial reports. Of the three primary categories of occupational fraud, asset misappropriation is by far the most common, occurring in more than 85% of cases analyzed for this Report; however, it is also typically the least costly of the three types, causing a median loss of $130,000. In contrast, financial statement fraud occurs much less frequently, accounting for 9% of the cases in our latest survey, but it causes the greatest financial impact of the three categories by far, with a median loss of $1 million. Corruption tends to fall in the middle in terms of both frequency and median loss.
Kassem and Higson (2012) [4] criticize Fraud Triangle Theory (pressure, opportunity, and rationalization) and argued for its extension to include all factors that help to understand why fraud occurs such as motivation, opportunity, Arabia corporations is going to be explained. Finally, fifth section is a conclusion for the paper.
Corporate Governance as a Cornerstone in Protecting Stakeholders
The topic of corporate governance has received great attention lately due to col- 
Accounting and Auditing Failure in Developed Countries
Fraudulent financial statement became a habit where every year the public witnessed spectacular business failures. The lost in confidence and trust undermined auditor's credibility and the public accuse accounting and auditing pro- Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and the ever-present conflict of interest between the independent auditor and the corporate client continuous to provide the perfect environment for such activity.
One of the most prominent examples of corporate failure is Enron Corporation. Enron Company started in 1985 through the acquisition of InterNorth and Houston Natural Gas companies, which made Enron the leading natural gas pipeline system in the United States. All of a sudden SEC began to be suspicious about Enron valuations of assets and improper accounting practices. Arthur Anderson who was Enron's regular auditor became creative and innovative in dealing with financial numbers and instead of making sure they are true and fair. The company's managers were questioned for presenting misleading accounting information enhanced by their greed. Enron's CFO, Andrew Fastow was at the pivotal point of what appeared to be "off balance sheet liabilities". The results were complete devastation to share value, thousands of employees lost their jobs and retirement benefits and one of the big five accounting and auditing firms vanish in a very short time. Financial markets effected, cost of financing increased and accounting and auditing profession is under fire (Thomas, 2002 ) [18] . The use of Mark-to-Market accounting or fair value accounting in which companies can evaluate their trading securities and book unrealized gains or losses in the income. Although the technique may works well in trading securities because of the presence of quoted price, in energy and gas industry which is long term contracts the valuation is in doubt. Companies rely in valuation to their best judgment. In order for the company to glory their profits estimates and to please Wall Street fueled by senior manager's greed, the financial numbers instead of being true and fair became the imagination of managers. Instead of focusing on gas operation the company became a speculator with magical accounting tricks. Thanks to the rule of debits and credits. Enron's managers created many special purpose entities to hide debts and to keep leverage ratios normal to get the confidence of credit rating agencies and investors. Enron's Executives were working against the interests of shareholders. Enron favors "mark-to-market" for booking the value of contracts extending out into the future and calculates their value based on current market prices and hence increase profits and please Wall Street. Managers favor their self-interest instead of creating wealth to shareholders (L'Huillier, 2014) [19] . Edelman It recorded non-existent redemption of bonds. The internal control committee was composed of three members. Two of these members also was members in the executive committee and one was the company chief financial officer. Thus, non-executive directors did not represent the majority of the committee and has no active role. It could be described as having (Ferrarini and Giudici, 2005 : p.
12) [24]:
Questionable accounting and accountants, poor underlying performance, political connections, a dominating shareholder, complex corporate structures and operational mystery. In contrast with other bankrupt firms, however, Parmalat's governance structures did not appear to be well-designed or state-of-the-art.
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In Japan, on July 21, 2015, Toshiba's CEO resigned after admitting that the company overstates its profits by approximately $4.1 billion USD between (2012-2015). Despite having four independent directors in the board which is 25% from board members, the misrepresentation of financial statements occurred. Audit committee members include two participants who lack accounting or auditing professional backgrounds and were diplomates (Chikatsu, 2015) [25] . Accounting method called "percentage-of-completion Method", which is commonly used in long-term projects played a role in overstating profits. The accountants lower expenses in early year's periods of future projects. The targeted profit levels that cannot be achieved by employees creates a pressure leads to fraud. Revenues were declining and demand fell for products, thus pressure built up. Internal control system was weak and the culture in the company was a leader follower where managers follow CEO without questioning (Khondaker and Marc, 2016) [26] . Ernst & Young (EY) ShinNihon, a leading audit company was the auditor of Toshiba and they "did not make any note of the anomalies" (Ibid: p. 92) [26] . The misrepresentation continued for seven years until Securities and Exchange Surveillance Commission investigated Toshiba's accounting practices and discovered the misconduct. They State (Ibid: p. 91) [26] :
The nexus of the problem is that managers exercise their own discretion on whether to recognize these changes in values. Toshiba's managers decided to selectively adjust these changes in value to fraudulently over-report their profits. The discretion given to managers, with the acquiescence of auditors, means that there is a real danger of overstated profits and sales and corresponding understatements of expenses as well as under provisioning for soured contracts and negative adjustments to goodwill. 
Mohammad Al Mojil Group (MMG) and Etihad Etisalat (Mobily) in Saudi Arabia
The interest in corporate governance has gained prominence in Gulf area and [28] . According to Jones and Patrick (2015) [31] , CMA in September 2015 suspended the HSBC unit (SABB, Saudi Arabia) from conducting some assetmanagement activities and is investigating whether it inflated the valuation of a construction firm's listing in 2008. SABB in Saudi Arabia began "to restructure its board and governance committees, and has hired new management at the division, according to Majed Najm, Chief Executive of HSBC Saudi Arabia. "The result of the reforms is a stronger, better managed business," (Ibid: p. 1) [32] .
On 16 June, 2016, the Committee for the Resolution of Securities Disputespart of Saudi Arabia's Capital Market Authority (CMA) penalized the local arm of US-headquartered Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu for its involvement in the case (Everington, 2016) [32] . The committee pointed that there is a misrepresenting in MMG's value. MMG was ordered to pay SAR 1.6 billion for illegal profits and imposed a separate fine of 2.7 million riyals. 
Conclusion
Strengthening corporate governance as well as more restriction to managers will help in regaining confidence of stakeholders. Underneath any corporate accounting and auditing scandals we have greed managers, an auditing office sharing the benefits and loose regulations. Corporate governance is intended to Chief executive officers and chief financial officers must be responsible and liable for any losses occurred according to false information presented to stakeholders. Delaying of authorities in KSA in taking corrective actions with accused companies and auditing offices will not help markets to regain confidence.
Transparency is essential to maintain trust as essential pillar for business success.
Auditors who were supposed to act as watchdogs did not bark when they are supposed to do. Auditing companies in Saudi Arabia must be suspended for number of years and jail penalty should be legalized for approving false financial statements. Banks asset evaluation departments should not be involved by any means when banks are underwriting stocks for IPOs. There must be complete overhauling of corporate governance rules in order for presenting true and representative information for the financial performance and position of companies otherwise we will witnessed more Enron's in Saudi Arabia.
